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ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION FROM THE ZENITH TO THE HORIZON

ADIR M. LI]TZI& ANTONIO S. dC CASTRO2

I. INTRODUCTION

rn this paper the t-ot" q! the atuospheric refraction in the measure.rents ofpositions of artificial satellites and celestial obiegts is investigared. an anarytiãaui
ryp-rox¡¡mated ex¡nession for the calculatio-n of F" atmosphåc reaa.ti"".i!ie 

"ia fr¡nction of the zenithal angle referred to the positión ói-the satelliþ ; tlr;
ggtesti{ object is presented. fhe formula obtained is valid for any virhrat position(from ttre zenith to the astronomical horizon). the theo¡etiõJ p*ai"ti"s are thencoryared witb values obtained with other rethods and publisñed elsewhere. It isfound that there is a maximum errm of 6 per cent t*r¡"ã" these theoreticalpredictions and rhe av¿ilable published d"g;Th" analfical ãsdts obtainJbydirect integration a¡e in good-agreerncnt \¡¡ith tbe rrr.tít" ouøine¿ uy nuæricífcomputatign, using standa¡d numerical methods. The formula óuøine¿ isparticulæly appropdats for the determination of the ,rau"ti"" ,"Ár" "ielectromagnetic \ilaves in the neighbourhood of the astrronomical horizon. Theinfllence of teryerature gradientsls ako investigaûed. Ãáidrsion is p*r.","¿on the mqximum fluctuation of the atuospheric Ëmctioo wtren tne direction ofpropagation of the electrromagnetic wavd is orttrogonal t" O" direction of tbetemperature gradient.

REFRAçÃO ATMOSFÉRICA DO ZÊNITE ATÉ O HORIZONTE - IN.
vastiganos o efeito da refração atmosférica na determinação da posþão up"r"oc
de um astro ou de um satélite artificial da Terra. oeærmina¡¡os an-aliticàænæ
ïna -exp¡elsão aproximada para o cálculo da refração atmosférica em ñrnção do
ângulo znn'ital referente à posição aparent€ do astro-ou satélite. A fórmula ¿.¿""i-
da neste trabalho é v_lllida para qualquer valor do ângulo Tf,.,nital (desde zf,to atêpo, no horizonte). os valores oUtiaõs mediante aptãaçao desã rCn-ra concor-
dam razoavelmente com resultados sernelhantes quõ ¡a ódsæm na literatura (obti-
dos por outros rnétodos). Verificamos que os resultados analfticos baseados no
método desenvolvido neste trabalho coricordam satisfatøiarnente com os resulta-
dos decorrenæs dos cálculos feitos no computador rne¿ianæ apf¡cação de métodos
usuais para a integração numérica. Mostramos que a fdnnula þroximaoa obtida é
n3rticulanne-rye adequada parìa a det€rminação da refração däorrentc de ondas
eletrom4gnética¡¡ nas vizinhanças do horizonte ast¡onônnico. Discutimos a influên-ci1 da temperatura sobre as variações da refração atmosférica "- n-çao do ân-gulo zenital. Estimamo-s dg*: yutgryr p*? ur flutuações -á.i-^ ,ü,rfr"cã"
aûnosférica quando a direção da incidência da onda ereiromagnAica g ortogònài ¡direção do gradiente de tern¡rratura.

The ¡æasurements of a¡tificial satelliûes and
celestial objects ¡nsitions are limited by two
corrections. The first one deals with the relative
motion between the Earttr and the celestial object
considered. The second is related with the so called
aotasplurìc refractíon or astot orn¡c refractíon which
is produced by the refraction of light in the
atmosphere. In the ¡rres€nt work we will develop an
altenrative theoretical a¡rproach in order to studt the
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refraction of an electrom4gnetic wave in the Earth's
aûnosphere.

I-et us consider the observer's eye situated at the
point O as indicated in Fig. 1. The light ray which
comes from the celestial object A follows the
trajectory AO. The bending of the curve AO is
downward, because the refractive index gftrws
continuously along the pattr AO. Then, the celestial
object appears to be at a higher altitude A' than the
real position A.
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Figurc I

The diffc,rence between the virtr¡al ¡nsition and
tbÊ r€al position is given by

Z:21-zg

wherc zo is the zenithal angle aseocíated with the
virtual position A' and z1 is the angle associatcd with
tbe r€al position A. The corection Z is nam€d
asúrorßnt¡l: refrrctiott Øgb, since it is to be applied to
astronomic observations involving objects outside the
atmosphere. If the objects were inside the effective
atmosphere, the correction Z would be called
ætoqluríc refrrction anglc. Henceforward, we will
use the ex¡ression astronomic rcfraction angle to
de,note the above-mentioned correction Z.

Pùolemy was the first investigator to develop a
theory about the asúronomic refraction. Cassini,
sq4nsing a constant atmospheric density, found an
astnonomic refraction angle of 2O minutes at the
astronomical horizon (zo : 9@). Neq,Ûon, su¡posing
an isothermal atmosphere, concluded that the
maximum astronomic refraction angle is equal to 4O

minutes (at the horizon).
Modern a¡ryroaches to the astronomic refraction

problem ar€ given by Danjon (1952'), Garfinkel
(1967), Mr¡eller $W> and Smart (1977).

According to Danjon (1952>, the astronomic
refraction angle can be calculated by the extrrrcssion
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(1)

where Z is given in seconds, P is the pressrrr€ in cm
Hg and t is the temperature in rc. Under ståndard
atmospheric conditions (P :76 cm Hg; t : O oC) eg.
(1) becomes

lVe can verify that tbÊ eqs. (f) and (2) at€ not
valid in tbÊ neigbboruùood of tbe astronomical
høizon. Equations (1) and (2) do not ag¡ac with the
experiænbl results for angles zo g€ater than 7@.
Tlrc main objective of this wo¡rt is ûo investigaûo the
astrronomic refraction in the neigbbourhood of the
astronomical horizon. In Sections 2 and 3 we will
consid€r an isothermal atmosphere. In Section 4 we
will investigaûe ftc inflr¡ence of tbe teryeraturÊ
variations on the dctcrmination of the astronomic
refractiø angle.

2. C'ALIjIILATION OF TIIE ASTRONOIIÍIC
REFRACTION ANGIJ

Femuf s prfrcþb is appropriaæ to tb€ sûrdy of
the propagation of a light ray in ¿ material rcdfu¡m.
According to this fundaæntal principle we obtain the
following differpntial equatim for the trajectcy of a
ligbt ray in a transpacnt ædium:

-.l : I *.gradn (3)ron

whe,rc ro is the cr¡rvat¡ro radius of the trajectory, n is
tbe refractive index of the ædium and Ñ i8 the unit
vecdq orthogonal to the trajectory at the point where
the curr¡aû¡re radius is ro. Thc demonstration of the eq.
(3) is given by Sommerfeld (1954).

By considering the s¡'rnmetry of the Earth's
gravitational field, we can su¡4þse the ahosphere to
be spherically syrnmetrical. Thereforp, the refractive
index n is a function .which depends only on the
distance r between the conside¡ed point and the
Earth's centrìc. By use of the eq. (3) Born & Wolf
(1959) obtained the following relation for the
trajectory of the light ray:

nr sin $ : ot : constant (4>

where n is a function of r, cr is a constant at every
point of the trajectory of the light ray, S is the angle
between the tangent to the trajectory at a certain point
A and the radius vector which links this point with the
Earth's cent¡e. Equation (4) is the implicit form of the
equation of the trajectory of the light ray.

Figure 2 shows the trajectory AO of a light ray
which a¡rives at the observer's eye O.
From Fig. 2 it is evident that

/,:0*g-zo

Differentiating the previous equation wittl
f€spect ø r yields

A.

A

t-60.346ffi7tanzo

d0
æ

dz
är/, : 60.34 tan zo (2)

+ gE
dr (s)
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A

where X : (cos zo)t\/2r- c'o : 60'.33 and a :
o.0011078.

In this Section we will develop and alte,mative
ap¡noach for tbe determination of the astronomic
reftaction angle from the zenith to the horizon. By
inscrting u : nr into eq. (8), we find that

dZ:

In order to obtain Z it is neoessary ûo integrate
eq. (10) from the Euth's surface, where r : Ro and n
: D1r to a certain heigbt H, where the refractive index
n is equal to n2. The integration of the f¡rst t€rm of the
second member of eq. (1O) yieldsFigure 2

Equation (4) can be u¡ritten as

nr sin S : trtRo sin ze (6)

where Ro b the Ea¡th's radius, n1 is the refractive
index at the Ea¡th's surface and zo is the zenithal
angle of the virtual position of the celesti"l objecL By
¡sing polar coordinates \ile get

detæ:tanQ Q)

From the eqs. (5), (6) and (7), we obøin

dZ: adn
@

By using eq. (8), Danjon (1952) obtained the
following result (originally derived by l-aplace):

Z - 60.27 tan zo - 0.0669 tans zo (9)

where the astronomic refraction angle ought to be
computed in seconds. Equation (9) gives the
ashonomic refraction anlgle Z as a function of the
zenithal angle zo, in the ca!¡e of the standard
aEnospheric conditions. We must stness that Z diverges
to infinity at the astronomical horizon.

Danjon (1952) has obtained the following
ex¡rression for the deærmination of the astronomic
refraction angle in the neighbourhood of the horÞon.

Z : oo tl - ad2) t/2ta sin zo exp [X2]

cdu
-;(1æ

. crdr+-
r(n2t2'az¡ltz

(10)

¡Uz c du
'ol u(u2 - oz¡1t2

: cos-l tæfu)I-

cos-1 [ ;fi; t (l l)

where u1 : n1\ and u2 : n2@s * fÐ.
In order to inûegrat€ the second term of the

second ræmber of eq. (lO) it is necessary to know the
exact relation between n and r. For the sake of
simplicity we shall suppose an isothermal atuospbere
(t€mperature gradients are considered in Section 4)
and taking into account Boltz¡nann's distribution, we
are able to write

(8) P : Pq exP 1- Po gh/Ps)

where p is the atmospheric density at a heigbt h, po ß
the atmospheric density at the ocean level, g is the
local value of the acceleration of the gravity and Po is
the standard value of the atmospberic pessure. By
Gladstone and Dale's law, we can write

n:l+kp (t2)

where k is a constanL By inserting the erylression for
the atmospheric density p into eq. (12) we obtain

n: 1 + noexp(-Bh) (13)

where B : pogÆo. On the Earth's surface and under
standard afnospheric conditions, we have

nr : 1.0002925; po: l.2932kFtm3;

Po : 1.013 x 1O5 N/m2 (14)fi a" exp (-x2)
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C : n1Rf, cosz ze i
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where Dt : 1 + no. By using the value g : 9.gl m/s2
$,e get

B 1.2523 x lO'4 m'1 (15)

calculated the function Z : Zlzc). We have also
calculaEd.the ast¡onmic refraction angle Z by direct
numcrical integration of the eq. (B), using a digtal
coryuter. The nuærical inÞgration of eq. (g) yields
the same apprcximated re$¡lts obøined with eq. (lg).
This indicate the validity of the result (lg). On the
other side, the results bascd on the eq. (f8) are in good
agrceænt with the results reported in the literah¡¡e
(which have been obtained by experimental methode
and by differcnt tlporetical approaches). Tbese results
a¡e also supported by the experirental data reported
by Pan (lyl4), as it is illustrated in Tab. 1.

hblc l. Comparison of the theoretical vah¡es bared in eq.
(18) with the experimental results reporÞd by pan

QnÐ.

zo eq. (18) Experiment

In order to integraf€ the second term of the
second member of the eq. (lO) it is convenient to make
a developænt in a Taylor series.'After some algebraic
transformations, we obtein

Rs*Hr: 1- cdr
Ro t(n2& ' oz¡1t2

nH cr dh
l--o (Ro + hxc + Dh)u2

tu"'r turfurr Qt¡

From eqs. (1O), (11) and (lZ) we find the desired
relation between the ast¡onomic refraction angle and
zoi

Z : | + cos-l (sin zo) - cos-t (erf)

where

E : nlRo sin zo ; F : nz (Ro + H)

In this approximation, H is much srnaller than the
Earth's radius. On the other hand, from eq. (13), we
conclude that the refractive index decays exponentially
wittr h. In dealing with exponential decreasing, it is ä
standatd procedure to take an effective value which
becornes lle of the maximum value of the function.
We will choose a value of H such that the t€rm no exp
ÇBh) becomes equal to no/e. Thus,

H:1/B:7985m (19)

By using the mean Earttr's radius Ro : 6371 km
and eqs. (14), (15), (16), (tZ), (18) and (t9¡ we have

D : 2Ronf - 2non1BRf, (16)

The previous integral yields the result

o-C*DH-! t-t -'RoD - C'

(18)

3. ASTRONOMIC REFRACTION IN THE
NEIGHBOT'RHOOD OF THE HORIZON

Danjon (1952) obtained fot zo : 90p an
astronomic refraction angle gqual to 37, 52" (under
standa¡d conditions). For zo : 9@, according to the
eq. (18) we obtain Z : 36.7 minutes (under standa¡d
conditions).

The values of Z : 21 rn thie neighbourhood of
the horizon, obtained from eq. (18) are indicated in
Tab. 2. In this table the results 21 from zo: 89o to zo: 9Oo are corryared with the results Z:7-zrcpofteã

Table 2. Comparison of the theoretical values based in eq.
(18) with the results report by Éph¿m¿r¡des
Astonomþues (1986).

zo Z1 Z2

600

650

700

750

900

850

1'06"
l'22"
l'45"
2',22"

3',29"

7',05"

l'40"
2'04"
2',37"

3',34"

s',16"
g',45"

l: 2nlRosin zo _
I tan'

(RoD - C)1t2 -

89000'

89010'

89020',
ggo30'

89040'

89o50'

90000'

23',2'1"

25',t7"
27',19,,

29'34"
32',O1"

34',43"

3'7',39"

25'.37"

27',03"

28',39"

30'21"
32',14"

34',1.9"

36',36"
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(23\
Éphénærídcs AstrØa nÍqu¿s (1986). We can verify
that there is good agrcement between these results. We
must st€ss that the errors associated with the
experiæntal determination of tbe astronomic
refraction angle might become very gfeat, as we will
show in the next Section.

1. THB EFFECT OF TEMPER,A.TURE ON THE
ASTRONOIUIC REFRACTION

Equation (1) gives good results only in the range
from zo : @ b zo : 7@, considering constant
standard conditions. If we suppose an isobatic change
Ât of ttß temperature, according to eq. (1), we get

At
Æ

Therefore, for a change At : I oC, we obtain

LZIZ: - 1t273

The previous relation gives the variation of the
astnonomic refraction angle for a variation of I oC in
the neighbourhood of t : O oC. Since eq. (l) is valid
just in the range from zo : 0o to zo : 7@, we
conclude that the previous method should be only used
in this range. Henceforth, we will study the effect of
the temperature variations on the astronomic refraction
angle in the neighbourhood of the horizon.

According to Ferrnat's principle, the ûajectory of
the light ray obeys eq. (3). By supposing a celestial
object at the horizon, the direction AO indicated in
Fig. I is orthogonal to the zenithal direction referring
to the observer's position O. Thus, we can write
expression (3) as

1_1dn
ro - ññ (20)

wher€ dn/dN is ttre gradient of the refractive index
(normal derivative of n in the direction orthogonal to
the di¡ection of the incident ray). We want to know
what happens when temperature va¡iations occur in the
atmosphere in the neighbourhood of the observer's
position. From the ideal gases law, we have

P : PM/RT (21\

where M is the mean molecular mass, T is the absolute
temperature and R is the ideal gas constant. By
differentiating eq. (21) with respect to N, we obtain

dp
ãñ : ---

RT2 dN (22)PM dT

Using eq. (12) we get

From eqs. (?-O), (22) and (23), we have

k
ñ

dp
iñ

dn
iñ

I
ñ'

I (n - l)p
nTro (2/t)

Substitnting the values n: I.OOO29f2S,T : ?Jl3
oK and dT/dN : I oC nq. (Vl) we find ro : le km.
Thus, an isobaric t€rnperatu¡e gradient of I oC in the
dirpction orthogonal to the horizontal direction at the
obsen¡er's position, produces a grcat bending in the
trajectory of the light ray. Whe¡r the t€mperature
gradient oocurs in such a ñrânner that the ul4r€r
atnospheric layer is \¡ramer then the inferior one, the
bending of the trajectory of the light ray is downward.
In the opposite case, the bending is upward. The last
case occurs in deserts and gives rise to the effect of
mirage.

In the circumstance described above we conclude
that a temperature gradient of about I oC produces an
angular correction of 2O minutes in tbe coryutation of
the astronomic refraction angle. The temperanue
corrections should be considered not only in
obsen¡ations of satellit€s and celestiet objects but also
in every precise observation which needs optical
systems immersed in the ahospheric air.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Equations (l), Q) and (9) are useful only in the
range from Zo : Oo tÐ zo : 7Qo. In this work we
obtained the result (18) which is valid for the entire
range from zo : @ b zo : 9@. This result is
particularly useful for the deærmination of the
astronomic refraction angle in the neighbourhood of
the horizon, a¡¡ we can see in Tab. 2.

In the previous Sections we discussed the
influence of the temperature variations in the
determination of the astronomic refraction angle. If the
observation of a satellite or a celestial body were made
in the neighbourhood of the zenith, the te,mperature
conections would not be fuiportant at all. However, if
the observation is made in the neighbourhood of the
horizontal direction the terryerature corrections will be
very important. On the other hand, we conclude that
tlre measur€ments of celestial bodies positions in the
neighbourhood of the astronomical horizon arc very
difficulÇ since the teryerature fluctuations which
occur in the atuosphere produce a gfeat correction in
the astronomical refraction angle. The role of
temperature and pressu¡e variations in the
determination of the atmospheric and astronomic
refraction angle is a matt€r which needs frrrtlrer
theoretical resea¡ch.

dT
iñ

Lzz
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